Section 1.

The “Relationship to Other Plans” subsection on pages 2 and 3 of Section I (“INTRODUCTION”) of the Inglewood International Business Park Specific Plan is amended to add a new Section C, to read as follows:

C. Relationship to IBEC Project and Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone

In furtherance of the General Plan amendment adopted by Resolution No. ________ regarding sports and entertainment facilities, the City on ________, 2020, adopted Ordinance No. ________, creating the Sports and Entertainment Overlay Zone, and undertook several other actions to approve and facilitate the development of a sports and entertainment facility project referred to as the Inglewood Basketball and Entertainment Center project (the “IBEC Project”), the boundaries of which include certain parcels within the IIBP Specific Plan area, Parcels 4032007900, 4032007901, 4032007902, 4032007903, 4032007904, 4032007905, 4032007935, 4032008901, 4032008908, 4032008900, 4032008901, 4032008902, 4032008903, 4032008904, 4032008905, 4032008901, 4032008907, 4032008903, 4032008908, 4032008001, 4032008034, and 4032008035 (the "IBEC Project Related Parcels"). By doing so the City intends, as provided below, that if developed in connection with the IBEC Project the IBEC Project Related Parcels shall be excluded from the IIBP Specific Plan, but otherwise the provisions of the IIBP Specific Plan shall apply.

Section 2.

The “Description of the Inglewood International Business Park” subsection on page 3 of Section I (“INTRODUCTION”) of the Inglewood International Business Park Specific Plan is amended to read as follows:

[...]

The IIBP is located in the southern portion of the City of Inglewood. The area boundaries are 102nd Street to the north, Yukon Avenue to the east, 104th Street to the south, and Prairie Avenue to the west. The area is bisected by the north-south running Doty Avenue (Figure 2). Provided, however, if applicable in connection with the development of the IBEC Project, the IBEC Project Related Parcels shall be excluded from the IIBP Specific Plan.